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State College, PA, June 6, 2016 — Amelia’s Compass announces their new ControllerHub 8 
interface, which provides connectivity for eight physical controllers such as expression pedals, 
footswitches, piano sustain pedals, etc., enabling hands-free manipulation of audio parameters while 
playing an instrument during live performance. 
 
ControllerHub 8 encourages a modular approach to audio control.  Designed with inputs that can 
“switch hit” between continuous pedals or on/off switches, ControllerHub 8 accommodates any 
combination of pedals and/or switches. As opposed to competing pedalboard products currently 
available – which force upon the user a fixed number of pedals/buttons in fixed locations – 
ControllerHub 8 supports connection of any grouping of controllers, optimally arranged to the 
musician’s preference.  And it’s always possible to add “just one more.”  If more than eight physical 
controllers become necessary, simply expand further with additional ControllerHub 8’s. 
 
A USB connector and a MIDI in/out connector pair are included so ControllerHub 8 can also replace 
your stand-alone MIDI interface.  It even has a complete internal matrix MIDI patchbay/merger to 
customize message flow between the controllers, MIDI, and USB. 
 
The design is implemented in a blazing fast FPGA chip instead of the typical micro-processor.  It 
dual-scans every input 6,000 times per second to ensure instantaneous connection between your 
controller movements and the desired audio result, all while running cool as a cucumber. 
 
ControllerHub 8 is phantom-powered via USB or MIDI. For larger connected arrays requiring more 
power, a wall-wart connector is provided.  
 
Manufactured in the USA, ControllerHub 8 is housed in a rugged architectural-grade brushed 
aluminum extrusion. 
 
ControllerHub 8 is available now. For more information, visit www.ameliascompass.com. 
 
About Amelia’s Compass LLC 
Amelia’s Compass designs and manufactures audio-related products that simplify performance.  Our 
products are designed as modular building blocks, facilitating the creation and evolution of multi-
product, multi-vendor, multi-user audio systems. 

AMELIA’S COMPASS RELEASES CONNECTIVITY FOR 
MULTIPLE EXPRESSION PEDALS AND OTHER CONTROLLERS 
VIA MIDI AND USB 
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